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About This Game

The Botanist is an optimistic game about growing plants and becoming independent, where every word in the world is a seed
that grows a unique plant.

You are let go from your job, with very little compensation and even less in the bank. You choose to see this as an opportunity.
To finally take the time to try and reach your dream of becoming a botanist. Work hard and believe in yourself, and you can

achieve your goals.

Key Features

Complete customer requests and build your reputation, to try to become a professional Botanist.

Curate a seed catalogue all of your own, where every word will grow a unique plant.

Choose words that mean something to you. Your loved ones, pets, or favourite places.

Collect varied pots and vases to create displays that suit you and your clients.

Commemorate your favourite arrangements with your camera, and cherish the memories forever.

Chill out to an original soundtrack by Robert Paul Allen
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The Background

One night, in mid 2016, I (James Biddulph, Developer) couldn't sleep, so I got up and made a little garden simulator. I was
stressed out, and living in the city, but nature and open, green spaces, always helps to calm me down. I didn't think much of it at
the time, but I made the game generate a random plant based upon a random word. It was super rough, and didn't look great, but

I was just making it to take my mind off things.

I showed this little game to a few people, and it seemed to connect with them. I noticed that people would always do very similar
things the first time that they played. They would type in their own name, their pets name, loved ones etc, to see what kind of
plant would grow. It was amazing to see them connect the plant to the person. Maybe the plant was very chaotic and messy,

which made them think of their cat, or tall and graceful like their partner.

I saw this happen with enough different people to convince me that I should turn this idea into a full game. I hope that it
connects with more people, and maybe even helps you if you are having a hard time, like the original prototype did with me.
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Among Us' is a great indie game with similarities to the old Space Station 13 and Mafia. The game has online play, but is aimed
more at parties of friends, as this is where the game really shines. Apparently features cross platform support for PC Android
and iOS, though I have only tried the online PC version.

Your crew of up to 10 is tasked with the job of performing various errands around the ship, in order to successfully win the
game by completing a sufficient number of these objectives. However, one or more of these team members will be an
'Imposter'.

The Imposter(s) must prevent the crew from completing these tasks and can do this with a combination of murdering your
innocent, industrious crew-mates, and sabotaging the ship in various ways. The imposter is also able to use the many vents
around the ship, in order to slither away from a crime scene, or to emerge at an opportune time.

The non-imposter crew, are allowed to vote to expel a member of the ship during emegency meetings, which can be called by
any member of your team to discuss the events. The trick comes not just in figuring out who IS the Imposter, but convincing
your team that you are telling the truth.

I have seen the witness of a bloody murder expelled into space, on the accusation of the Imposter, a good number of times.

While it may not be great to be the first in the group to die, it is very entertaining watching the rest of the mystery play out
among your team, as you will already know the killer, and see if they can figure it out, or if they will turn on each other and fall
prey to the Imposter(s) one by one.

The player base isn't the largest, however, as you only actually require up to 10 players, this shouldnt pose much of an issue, and
i was able to find multiple games i could join. The game also seems to have a good number of Spanish speaking players, so is a
great way to brush up on your Spanish language skills.

I picked this up at 40% off over the xmas 2018 sale, but I could certainly recommend this at full price. It even has hats!.
Fantastic fun! Not sure how it isn't more popular.. SCUBA diving on LSD is clearly a bad idea, so it's a good thing that Blortasia
gets you all of the benefits without the mortal danger. I love this experience. Wonderful to see VR explored beyond "shoot the
zombie" games.. Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah!. Dannazione...
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Jag vann med 5:3 mot Nevalopo som var fett cocky och trodde att han var bra.. Where do we begin?

The cab detail is pretty good and poor visibility one gets from the driving seat of a real Pendolino is well illustrated.

So what's wrong with it? For starters, the Virgin Trains livery (which appears in the 390 folder on the C Drive by default) is
missing from inside Train Simulator. I have tried custom installing the livery from a third party but it was not playing ball.

The Pendoino is designed to tilt; which in real life helps round corners but in the game, can cost you a thousand points in just 20
miles of driving on the WCML North route.

Finally, I am a self confessed sound freak and like to look at sound packs from Armstrong Powerhouse. It's a shame they don't
as of yet have a sound pack because the ones that came with this are aweful.. If you pay $9.99 for this game then you're a bigger
fool than you realize.

I will say that this game is worth what I paid for it -- 99 cents. But that's it.

The storyline is interesting, though incredibly linear. I did find the NPCs interesting and the puzzles somewhat interesting,
though easy to solve.

This game is tremendously TREMENDOUSLY buggy. You need to save after you figure out each puzzle or you'll be stuck
somewhere, unable to use any objects and unable to examine anything. You won't even be able to re-load, you'll have to quit and
begin again.

Though interesting at first, the hunt and click gets a little redundant. Luckily, you can hit the F1 button and be shown all of the
"hot spots" in the area -- in other words, all of the locations on the screen that you can either use an object or examine.

As I said, the game is pretty linear and the puzzles straightforward. I'd easily pay 99 cents for it again. But $9.99? For a game
that's five years old? And buggy? The developers must think we're all stupid.. good, just good. One of the greatest games of my
childhood, it is playful, fun and awesome. YOu control a team of superheroes that use all the superhero cliche and yet it is just
joyful ride battling commies, nazies, aliens and all those villainous types with super team, using all their powers and tactics to
overcome obstacles.
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